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ABSTRACT 

Third lower molar prognostic of eruption or impaction can be assessed by different measurements on radiographic 

exams. Aim of the study. To find out if the lower third molar angulation with the mandibular and the occlusal plane 

at the  beginning of the orthodontic treatment is a reliable measurement on orthopantomograms  for its prognostic of 

eruption or impaction. Material and methods. On the orthopantomograms taken at the beginning and at the end of 

the treatment of 70 teenagers orthodontic patients with 128 lower third molars we measured the angle formed 

between the long axis of the mandibular molar and the mandibular plane and the occlusal plane, respectively. 47 of 

our patients undergone non extraction orthodontic treatment, and 23 had removal of lower first premolars for 

orthodontic reasons. the measurements were done separately for each group. Results. For both measurements there 

were differences in the lower third molar angulation during treatment with or without extractions, but there are no 

correlative changes in lower third molar status in order to be able to consider any prognostic value at the beginning 

at the orthodontic treatment regarding the future evolution of this tooth. Conclusions. Lower third molar angulation 

with the mandibular plane or with the occlusal plane changes unpredictable during orthodontic treatment and has 

little or no influence from first premolar removal.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 The third lower molar is maybe the 

most controversial tooth in the mouth, 

considered to be useless by many clinicians. 

For many  decades patients and dentists 

agreed that the lower third molar should be 

removed as quickly as possible in order to 

prevent further complications; but in the last 

30 years this theory changed by the new 

“evidence based” facts that showed the 

disadvantage of prophylactic removal of 

lower third molars
1,2

. Among these 

statements are: surgical trauma, post surgery 

pain
3
, high medical costs, surgical risks, 

including dento alveolar nerve damage
4
, 

distal bone defects with consequences on the 

lower second molar periodontium and 

occlusal problems in the posterior area in 

relation with the opposite tooth, especially 

in extraction cases
5,6

. From the orthodontic 

point of view, some authors demonstrated 

that the lower third molar has little or no 

influence on the relapse of crowding in the 

anterior area, because the same degree of 
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relapse appears also in those patients with 

congenitally missing of lower third molars
7
.  

Furthermore, the orthodontic treatment 

with/without dental extractions can 

influence the lower third molar status
8
.  

Considering this controversy,  we need to 

find out if it is possible to predict by 

radiographic measurements the third molar 

prognosis of impaction or eruption and 

which variables worth to be taken into 

account for this purpose. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 70 orthodontic  patients with ages 

between 13 and 18 years were taken into 

study in the Department of orthodontics and 

dentofacial Orthopedics, University of 

Medicine and Pharmacy “Gr.T.Popa” Iasi. 

All subjects undergone orthodontic 

treatment, 23 with removal of first 

premolars and 47 with non extraction 

treatment. For all patients 

orthopantomograms were taken at the 

beginning and at the end of the orthodontic 

treatment with the same device STRATO-X 

(Villa Sitemi Medicali Spa). The total 

number of lower third molars taken into 

study was 128, 82 in the non extraction 

sample and 42 in the extraction sample. The 

variables measured on orthopantomograms 

were: the angle between the long axis of the 

lower third molar and the mandibular plane 

(angle β) and the angle between the long 

axis of the lower third molar and the 

occlusal plane (angle γ). The aim of the 

current study was to determine if these 

parameters changed during orthodontic 

treatment and if they have predictive value 

for lower third molar status. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 The values for angle β ( angle 

between the long axis of the lower third 

molar and the mandibular plane) were 

divided in 5 groups: 0<β<30°; 

30°≤β<45°;45≤β<60°; 60°≤β<90°; 90°≤β. 

According to Richardson
9
, the greatest  

chances for eruption are the lower third 

molars where angle β= [60-90°]. The values 

smaller than 30° or greater then 90° offer 

from the very beginning proper conditions 

for impaction and the values where β=[30-

60°] are uncertain, either for eruption or for 

impaction. The results of our study 

before(T1) and after orthodontic 

treatment(T2) with/without premolar 

extraction are represented in fig.1 and fig.2 

for all 5 groups. 

Figure 1. The β angle at T1 and T2 in the non 

extraction group 
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Figure 2. β angle at T1 and T2 in the 

extraction group 

In our study the number of molars with 

favorable conditions for eruption increased in 

the non extraction group from 51,2% to 64% 

during orthodontic treatment, but in the 

extraction group there is a surprising decrease in 

number from 66,7% at the beginning of the 

treatment to 42,9% at the end. The same 

increase is in the number of lower third molars 

with certain prognosis for impaction ( β<30°; 

β>90°), also in the extraction group 

(Fig.2).These findings showed that premolar 

extraction as part of the orthodontic treatment 

has no or less influence on lower third molar 

angulation. 

 Furthermore we studied if there is any 

correlation between angle β and the available 

posterior space for the lower third molar (ΔL = 

difference between the available posterior space 

and the mesiodistal diameter of the lower third 

molar). 

 

 

Table 1. Correlation angle β*ΔL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p> 0,05, which means that there is no statistical 

correlation between these two parameters.  

 In the second part of our study we 

measured the angle between the long axis of the 

lower third molar and the occlusal plane on the 

orthopantomograms ( angle γ) taken before and 

after orthodontic treatment in both groups 

with/without premolar extractions. We divided 

the values of the γ angle in 5 groups: γ≤30°; γ= 

(30-45°]; γ=(45-60°];γ= (60-90°];γ>90°. In fig.3 

and fig.4 we represented the values of γ angle 

before and after orthodontic treatment for both 

groups. 

 

Figure 3.  γ angle at T1 and T2 in the  non 

extraction treatment group 

 

 
 ΔL Β angle 

ΔL 

Pearson Correlation 1 .167 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .101 

N 97 97 
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Figure 4.  γ angle at T1 and T2 in the 

extraction treatment group 

 According to Hattab
10

  and Venta
11

 

the most favorable condition for third lower 

molar possibility of eruption is when the 

angle between its long axis and the occlusal 

plane is more than 60° up to 90° measured 

on orthopantomogram. If this angle is more 

then 90° there is a high risk of vertical 

impaction and if the values decrease from 

60° the chances of eruption decrease in the 

same manner. In our graphic representations 

it seems that in the “best group”, [60-90°) 

for γ angle, there is a similar increase after 

orthodontic treatment  with or without 

extractions of premolar teeth. The same 

thing was noticed for another group, γ= [45-

60), where the number of molars with better 

conditions for eruption at the beginning of 

the treatment decreases with the same 

percent both in nonextraction patients and in 

the extraction group. this means that the 

premolar removal do not create conditions  

for lower third molar eruption, but only 

improves the chances of eruption of those 

third molars which are already with a good 

prognostic from the beginning of the 

treatment. 

 Considering these results we checked 

if there is any statistical correlation between 

the γ angle at T1 and T2 by using paired t-

test. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Paired Samples T-Test for γ angle at T1 and T2 

 Paired Differences t df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference Mean 

Std. 

Deviati

on 

Std. Error 

Mean 

Pair 

1 

Unghiul 

γ la T1 

Unghiul 

γ la T2 

-3.89720 15.28653 1.47780 -6.82709 -.96730 -2.637 106 .010 
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Sig.< 0.05, which means that there is 

statistically significant difference between γ 

angle values before and after orthodontic 

treatment; the γ angle has no predictive 

value for lower third molar eruption. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The angle between the long axis of 

the mandibular lower molar with the 

mandibular plane measured on 

orthopantomograms is not a reliable 

measurement that indicates the lower 

third molar prognostic of eruption. 

The lower premolar extraction for 

orthodontic purposes does not 

necessarily brings an important 

improvement in lower third molar 

angulation in order to allow its 

eruption 

2. The angle between the lower third 

molar long axis and the occlusal 

plane measured on 

orthopantomogram do not indicate a 

sure prognostic of eruption or 

impaction for this tooth and lower 

premolar extraction is not a 

condition to guarantee a more 

favorable status for lower third 

molar. 
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